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Jump to content. You currently have javascript disabled. Several functions may not work.
Please re-enable javascript to access full functionality. While having my GTP from , I built it for a
buddy in 09 and bought it from him in Going all out now while we're still on partial shutdown.
Great way to pass the time. Welcome back earth1. I'm still sticking by my project regal, even if it
has been a garage queen for the last couple of years. I want to thank those who run this site for
their dedication and for keeping this site going through the years. To have a really good Regal
GS, one has to have an extraordinary level of dedication to the car that includes a long-term
commitment to it, and not just a passing fancy. Similarly, to the people that keep this site going
through the years had to have a similar level of dedication and commitment to keeping it going.
I just want to tip my hat, pay my sincere respect to this level of commitment, and say thank you.
I will try to contribute what I can. I hope to see others that love their Regals be active here in this
site, and for the Regal community to support each other. Count me in. I finally remembered my
password and can get logged in. I have missed posting to this forum. Lots of things to add here
from my own Regal GSE project. Sucks these forums are as vacant as they are Yet still, we lurk.
Ya, most of the original wave of active members have changed vehicles to something probably
less mod-friendly, with the occasional person in an LS or Hemi that they do some bolt-ons to.
Kinda sad that forums faded. I would like to welcome everyone to the Regal GS forum. If you are
new here stop in here and introduce youself. All of the "stuff" that clutters up the top of the
pages will be placed in here for your viewing pleasure! If you have any suggestions for things
that could improve the forum. If you have any additions just respond to this forum. Thanks in
advance. This is a CAR site. A forum showcase the cars that embody the RegalGS. The yearly
event that every die hard Regalgs. For discussing the Exterior of your Regal. Waxing, Spoilers,
Etc. Suspension, Brakes and anything else related to how your GS handles. Place all of the
racing vid links, jokes, etc in here, and keep it clean. Any links found in the AAG section will be
moved here. Forum for vendor specials, sales and new product announcements. Only Vendors
can create topics. Users and Donators can read, and reply. RegalGS parts sales. First Post in
each ad must contain a link to the classified section. A place for you all to get together and
manage "Group" buys. Please keep this section to only items considered as being bought in a
bulk quantity. Community Forum Software by IP. Board 3. Javascript Disabled Detected You
currently have javascript disabled. Toggle shoutbox Shoutbox. We've noticed that you've been
inactive for over 10 minute s. We've stopped running the Shoutbox due to your inactivity. If you
are back again, please click the I'm Back button below. I pop in now and again for anything
relevant Let's keep this board alive for Pic section is now back and accepting posts! By tpivette
29 Oct Drivetrain Transmissions Anything having to do with engine, tranny, exhaust. Sign In
Need an account? Register now! I've forgotten my password. Remember me This is not
recommended for shared computers. Official upgrade for IPB 2. Welcome I would like to
welcome everyone to the Regal GS forum. Announcements and Stickies All of the "stuff" that
clutters up the top of the pages will be placed in here for your viewing pleasure! Protected
Forum By tpivette 05 Nov Additional Forum ideas? Protected Forum By Ernestlek 15 Sep
Decisions Decisions By ejguillot 08 Jan Custom Turbo Build Marchi By Marchi1 14 Oct Regal
Madness The yearly event that every die hard Regalgs. What did you do to your car By tpivette
29 Oct Drivetrain Transmissions Anything having to do with engine, tranny, exhaust. By earth1
18 Nov Grooves where 4 teflon o-ri By braebyrn 24 Feb Under belly pan cover? By dezldave 30
Dec By dezldave 09 Nov Suspension upgrades By ejguillot 12 Jan Maintenance Any
maintenance related questions or advise. AC temperature is about By Fast86GN 08 Jun
RegalGS Sightings Did you see or meet one of us? Someone from here? Dyno runs on my 01
GS daily By Fast86GN 07 Apr Events Post events for your local gathering. Vendor Forum for
vendor specials, sales and new product announcements. Do we have a Wbody rep on h By
Crazyguy03 17 Mar Parts Wanted. Need poly engine mounts and By dezldave 18 Dec Looking
for a Regal! By Marchi1 15 Dec Group Buys A place for you all to get together and manage
"Group" buys. Sequential Taillights By Sirirons85 22 May Forums New posts Search forums.
Media New media New comments Search media. Members Current visitors New profile posts
Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. Forums Marketplace Cars for sale. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You
should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Trader history for Pure Stock Auto 0. Pure Stock
Auto Member. Joined Mar 2, All original, full option load ,painted 10 years ago nice driver quality
car. This website will not allow me to post pics as it says file too large for server to process?
Joined Jun 9, When you choose the picture from your library it should ask you what size you
want to choose do not choose actual size go with small. Tried again that option does not appear
when loading pic. Pure Stock Auto said:. Thanks, tried again loading from my PC, do not see

size options anywhere on my computer or this site. Real-T Member. Joined Aug 11, I was
interested in the car and Pure Stock Auto had sent me some interior pics. They are included in
the Craigslist ad but I also attached them here to help out. It looks like a great car and would
make a great driver and foundation for a project. Exterior pics. Thank you Mike for posting pics.
You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Replies 6 Views Sunday at PM Major
Nutz. Replies 11 Views 2K. Feb 11, GNXJohn. Pure Stock Auto Nov 11, Cars for sale. Replies 8
Views Nov 13, Pure Stock Auto. Chrisk Oct 15, Cars for sale. Replies 12 Views 2K. Nov 9,
Bigbirdxx. Selling my 87T. Replies 5 Views 1K. Oct 11, 87moneypit. Buick Forums Navigation:.
Forums New posts Search forums. New Posts New profile posts Latest activity. Support Our
Site. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums.
Log in. Install the app. Close Menu. Forums Past Buick Vehicle Discussion. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You
should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Filters Show only: Loadingâ€¦. DonRican Sep 8, 3
4 5. Replies 91 Views K. Buick Regal P Code. Dinosauze Today at AM. Replies 0 Views Today at
AM Dinosauze. Replies 9 Views 1K. Yesterday at PM Rhusk Buick Regal Throttle body.
Dinosauze Yesterday at AM. Replies 6 Views Yesterday at PM Dinosauze. Question regal. Rob
01 Yesterday at PM. Replies 1 Views Yesterday at PM MelsRegal. Replies 13 Views 7K.
Yesterday at PM agonza What did you do to your Regal today? Sal Collaziano May 19, 18 19
Replies Views 27K. Monday at PM bugspop1. TurboLover Dec 22, Replies 15 Views 7K. Creaking
souns when turning steering wheel in cold weather. Replies 2 Views Monday at AM G Lost
compression in 3rd cylinder. Jays17TRegal Feb 1, Sunday at PM brmelland. Saturday at AM
rbell Injen SPp. Replies 3 Views Emblem swap. FLOW Nov 16, 2 3. Replies 56 Views 5K.
Thursday at PM markbuick Source for Opel conversion parts. RumbleKar May 9, Replies 19
Views 7K. Intellilink Bluetooth Issues. Replies 9 Views 17K. Thursday at PM katrina. Jaylon
Thursday at AM. Thursday at AM MelsRegal. Buick GS driversside headlight problem. Replies
16 Views 4K. Thursday at AM tbelcher Heated steering wheel. Replies 12 Views 1K. Feb 17,
LucerneCXL. What are our rocker panels made of? Feb 17, pigsnzen. Log in Your name or email
address. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. What's new
Search Search. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log
in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this
or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Threads Today
at AM cool Question about my crankshaft. Yesterday at AM mroller. Safety Equipment We all
need to be safe. This forum is to discuss the safety equipment required to be safe and secure.
Also, NHRA specs for our cars. Threads Messages 3. Jan 15, Justin Terry. Transmission Talk
Tech support for transmissions and torque converters from the experts. Turbo vs r4. Feb 15,
nova. Turbos and turbo related parts Threads 7. NOS "Remanufactured" Turbo. Yesterday at PM
GS1. Smog tech and emissions tech This is where you go to get info on smog testing and
emission control. West coast is Joe Chung, east coast is Jim Testa. Threads Messages 4.
Moving to Georgetown Texas What does the inspection include? Jan 9, WE4TP. Under
Construction. Budnik replicas? Hot Air non-intercooled Tech Tech area for our non-intercooled
brothers. Threads 8. Fixing up a hot air engine. Monday at AM MikeS. Threads 3. Blowthrough
build repeat. Feb 16, WarWagon. Gear Drive question. E85 Technical Forum Forum for
discussion of full and partial E85 conversions. Threads Messages E85 for relatively stock TR.
Threads 4. Yesterday at AM Warp6. Yesterday at PM proptop. Threads 6. Selling my Hardtop
TTA. Jan 4, Jonasterg. Discussions on the rarest of them all to take place in here. Threads 1.
Looking for GNX. Feb 17, rafael vasquez. Threads Messages 8. Apr 14, Quiky One. Threads
Messages 5. What stall with EP Cam for Daily driver? Turbo trans am Sunday at AM hensleyt.
Ok everybody let's start a pic post thread for the W-Bodies! Yesterday at PM dezldave Members
Rides and Family and Friends. Please use taste or it will be deleted without warning or
discussion. Feb 13, ShaunKris. Threads 62 Messages Nov 13, fast NY Six. TSM at Salem? Jun
15, sackracing. Threads Messages 4K. Yesterday at PM Blacky. Threads 80 Messages 6. Oct 10,
jdsgnx. Threads 82 Messages Jan 17, gnmaster Threads 13 Messages Fuel pump for mostly
stock 87 gn? Jan 22, TexasT. Threads 11 Messages Post timeslips and discuss strategies. This
way, all can discuss and "brag" a little. Threads 37 Messages Jul 29, hensleyt. Nov 6,
Turbo6inKY. Grudge Racing! Grudge Racing involving TurboBuicks. Threads 4 Messages X X
Racing. Mar 12, gibbstroy. Threads Messages 2. Rule clarification. Sep 4, seedling. Feb 11,
norbs. Computer Chips Factory computer chip programming ideas and troubleshooting.
Threads 2. Checking injector size.. Extreme Chip. Today at AM TurboBob. Scan Tool Tech Tech
and questions on scan tool usage and tuning. Any fix for turbolink 4. Dec 5, precizion Car Audio

Tech advice for stereo system upgrades and troubleshooting. Good news! Sunday at AM 8sec
Advertiser Specials Advertisers, list your specials here. For paying advertisers of this site
ONLY! Not a paying advertiser? Click HERE for advertising information. Jan 22, Boostian. New
Product request This is a forum to ask vendors to develop parts you may need. A driver's side
floor mat. Saturday at PM Frederickdav. Marketplace Parts for sale Post your parts for sale here!
Kenne Bell one piece air dam. Parts wanted Looking for something special? Look in our parts
wanted section. Adjustable roller rockers. Yesterday at PM WarWagon. Feedback Post your
buying and selling experience here. Threads 5. Cars for sale Post your Turbo Buick powered car
for sale here! Members can also post there Non Buick Cars for sale In the sub forum located
inside. Sub-forums: Cars Wanted! Non Buick Cars for sale. If you had a car stolen or are looking
to buy a car that might be, post the VIN here. Anyone need a Carfax? Aug 11, jdpolzin. Feb 14,
vader6. Multiple burned TRs on Copart. Oct 11, Chuck Leeper. Another rare Weiand 4bbl intake
manifold. Threads 6 Messages The new Sammy Jammy thread. Member Introduction's! Feb 15,
TurboTGuy. Old ladies grandad had a heart attack. Yesterday at PM chopped Apr 4, hflwyo.
Junkyard Dogs Many parts from other cars will fit the Turbo Buick and vice versa. Post your
finds or needs here! Steering shaft. Nov 29, Dennis Kirban. Remember, this is where our cars
were derived from. Threads 83 Messages Jr's last season. Apr 28, Rebel. Site Suggestions and
Help Help us make this site better or get help if you are having message board technical
difficulties. Dec 27, toofastforyou. Com Nationals All TurboBuick. Threads 12 Messages Cruisin'
the Coast Aug 4, TheYak. Little Burnout in my T-type. Jan 29, ronviper. Feb 9, 87GN Turbo6.
Time Slip and Combo Database Post your time slips and list your combo's here! Feb 3, Mr.
These are always fun to read. Feb 13, Front Mount. Drag Racing Techniques Improve your track
times. Apr 8, Chuck Leeper. Get the info here! Best grand national seat covers-highway stars
exclusive? Feb 15, Hunter Dog. Canadian Owner Assistance. Aug 20, Hot Air Beast. Threads
Messages 1. February Meet - Saturday Feb. Feb 12, Mark T-TB. Florida Area Threads 2.
Mechanic Needed!! Excellent Opportunity! Nov 21, Dhos1. Mid West Area Threads 2. I love him, I
want to make out with him. Saturday at AM turbonut Texas Area Threads 2. Parts off the 7, mile
car for sale. Pacific Northwest Area Threads 1. Stock long block and BRF transmission for sale.
Jan 30, FullThrottle North Eastern Area Threads 1. GN on in MD. Feb 7, SlickTR. New England
Area Threads Messages 7. Dec 19, 87GN Turbo6. South Eastern Area Threads 1. Sub-forums:
Carolina's. Sep 30, n4. South Western Area Threads 4. Rick Percy RIP. Thursday at AM H.
Southern Ontario Threads 89 Messages T-Tops For Sale. Hawaii Buick Enthusiasts Threads 2.
Dec 14, Squid4life. Threads Messages 3K. Jun 23, notpops. Supporting Vendors The following
vendors support TurboBuick. Please consider them for your parts purchases as their support
helps keep this site running. Torque converter cleaning. Feb 17, Ktbregal. Threads 71 Messages
Nov 23, carcrazy Threads 2 Messages 2. Performance Distributor for Jul 27, Hartline Perf.
Threads 1 Messages Welcome Classic Industries! Friday at AM jlat. Threads 1 Messages 1.
Wastegate puck. Nov 15, turboponcho Threads 15 Messages Spoolfool bumper filler pics, video
and feedback. Sep 20, gossamer. Vendors Vendors on TurboBuick. Threads 7 Messages May 3,
conn84gn. Most posts - Past 7 days Staff online. Latest posts C. General Turbo Buick Tech.
Computer Chips Parts for sale. Forum statistics Threads , Messages 3,, Members 42, Latest
member haroldmehta. Latest profile posts. Kitchen remodel is done Hi ill take the bumper fillers.
Luxorbx Swigg Luxorbx wrote on Swigg's profile. Hello my name is louie I am interested in you
T type can you send clearer pics of the car if you still have it? Johnny Barnes jason mizel
Johnny Barnes wrote on jason mizel's profile. Is it still available? It looks like you're new here. If
you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. November in Buick. Welcome to the continuation of the Buick Regal 2
topic. Those of you joining us from that topic are welcome to continue your discussion. If you're
new to this topic, you may want to follow the above link for additional archived posts. Tagged:
Buick Buick Regal Sedans. November I have been following this topic for a while now. I have
seen the postings about the dash rattle and the dim AC controls. I am probably going to get a
GS soon and was wondering if these problems are showing up on the models also. I fell for the
looks of the M and have been sorry ever since! The problems that Chrysler is having right now
do NOT surprise me at all. They can't keep skimping on quality parts year after year and poor
dealer service and expect their sales to continue to climb. It has caught up to them now just like
in the 80's! Firing people left and right will NOT solve the problem! I saw this coming a LONG
time ago. Thanks for any info that you may have. Just curious, what kind of problems has your
M had? I do like the look of the car and while I am skeptical about Chrysler quality, I would
almost consider giving one a look. Guess I'll stick with GM for now. I agree with you that it was
a disappointment to see Buick drop the Riv. And now they are coming out with an SUV.
Personally, I'd like to see a new Riv as well as a modern day two seater a'la Reatta done right. It

can be combined with GM dollars and current rebates, but not GM employee discounts. Let me
know if you want it. Ok, I'll admit it' I didn't read all the details on your web page about the M,
but I got the gist. I had a 98 Intrigue which I bought new that could rival the M, though I think I
received slightly better treatment from the GM dealer. No known lying at least. I may have
missed it if you did, but didn't see where you persued Lemon law about that "jewel". I own a
GSE with about 2, miles and have not noticed any problems so far. I really like the car. Buick
does a poor job marketing this car. With Tiger Woods as their spokesman, they should try to
shake the elderly image associated with Buick. I would never have considered buying a Regal if
I hadn't stumbled upon one while looking at other brands. It could use a little more styling, but
the performance and comfort are excellent when you consider the price of the car. No, I did not
pursue the Lemon Law. Looking back, I probably should have. I don't get it. Of course
advertising is no guarantee that the car will sell, but when was the last time you saw a Buick
commercial on TV- aside from the current Century lease? When was the last time you saw a
Toyota or Chrysler commercial- probably 5 minutes ago. They did the same thing with the
Riviera. That was a great car- roomy, peppy, loaded with options etc. If you were looking for a
luxury, full-size, 2-door, peppy GM car, what did they have to offer a few years ago? Riviera OR
Eldorado? WHY spend thousands more for the Eldo when the Riv was just as nice! They need a
wake-up call like Chrysler is getting now! I write to Buick all the time and tell them to get with
the times and give us a "head-turning" car like the Chrysler models! That's about all Chrysler
has going for it- looks! Forget everything else. I'm waiting for the Buick LaCrosse showcar to be
produced. Supposedly it's coming in to replace the Park Avenue. Now that's a head-turner! This
would be a good time to steal some Chrysler designers since none of their concept cars are
going to be produced now that the German headhunters have arrived in Auburn Hills! I've told
Buick that too! How else do they know what WE want or are looking for? You have to write to
them and let them know. I agree with you on the marketing. I'm 26 and while the "Buick image"
doesn't bother me, I know that most people my age would not even consider a Buick. Thats
okay, let them have their little 4 cylinder Hondas and Toyotas. Next time you seem them at a
stoplight, let them see what that "elderly" supercharged V6 will do: Glad your liking your car. I
have the Regal's cousin Olds Intrigue and I like it alot. I do like the Intrigue's styling better and
the reason I went with the Intrigue was because it offered more features at a base level which
was all I could afford at the time. Had I been shopping higher end models, the Regal GS would
have really been a serious consideration and I still may consider one next year when the lease
on my 98 Intrigue is up. Tell Buick that the Park Avenue needs the 4. I agree with you on the Riv.
I loved them. The Eldorado is a nice car too, but it is much more expensive than the Riv was and
is actually older in terms of design. And after this year, it is gone. At least they should bring
back the Regal coupe. I could settle for a 2 door Regal GS. GM has a habit of not promoting
good cars. Case in point; I used to have an 89 Oldsmobile Toronado. Those were very nice cars
and way ahead of their time. OLds sold probably 10, a year if that and dropped it in Now, what
cars did you see Olds advertising all the time? No wonder Olds had such a bad image to shake.
Buick did a litte better, but the Reatta never was promoted to it's full potential. And when was
the last time you saw a commercial for an F-body? If they are, I have never heard or read
anything about this. Like you, the Buick image doesn't bother me in the least either! I buy what I
like and what I can afford. The Regal needs something to differentiate it from the Century.
You're right! The Olds 98 was a great car too! I had a Olds Toronado. Nice car too. You can see
pics of all my past cars on my website listed above. The new Olds Aurora has a great rear-end,
but what's with the front with those big, ugly, fish-mouth openings? They ruined that car too! I
would have considered one of those with the V-8, but not with that front-end. There aren't many
cars these days with that "WOW" feature- at least not for me. Thanks for the link. That is really
unacceptable service from the dealers as well as the car. My father is considering a new car to
replace his 95 Aurora and while he is pretty much considering another one, I had thought about
having him test a Chrysler M or LHS as they are beautiful cars. But after reading your story as
well as others and considering his past experience with a Grand Caravan and the famous "ultra
drive" transaxle, I don't think he will consider another Chrysler product. I had truly hoped they
had their quality problems taken care of. I know that GM cars may not be perfect, but I do think
GM cars are much better designed and more reliable than Chryslers. Just maybe not as good
looking. I also liked those pictures of your older cars. I always liked the Rivieras alot and I too
liked the digital instruments. While the Regal may not be as sharp as the M, I think you will be
more than pleased with how it drives. I've never driven a Chrysler that had a smooth shifting
transmission. I remember on my parents Caravan, the transaxle had to be replaced less than a
year after the van was purchased and the new one still did not shift smoothly. My old 89
Toronado shifted better at K when I traded it than the Caravan with probably half as many miles
did. And the 89 Olds did not have electronic shift control like the new ones do. Good luck on

your new choice. No current Oldsmobile has the supercharged , ot any for that matter. The
Intrigue now has a 3. In 98, the Intrigue came with the regular V6, but not the supercharged.
Concerning the "WOW" features. We rented a silver Pontiac GrandAm last summer. The very
first day probably eight of our colleagues either congratulated us with new car or asked about it.
About half of our laboratories did it in the three weeks while our own car was in body shop. It
was almost hard to disillusion them :- This fall we bought a burgundy-red Regal GS. A much
better car. We are parking it on the same spot. In three weeks we drive it to work, only one
colleague notice we have a new car. She walked by the very moment when my wife backed-up
the car into alley. Had had to wait for half-minute for the Buick to free the passage on the
sidewalk. Impossible not to notice. This is exactly what we like in the Regal exterior appearance.
Want zero WOW effects in our car. Would like to develop WOW programs, though I'm 23 and
owning a Buick doesn't bother me in the least. In fact, I almost feel lucky. I have the last year for
the coupe, and the only year with a series II combined with the coupe. I think the coupe was
dropped due to slow sales. However, I have never seen one like mine before. I think if they had
made more like mine they would have sold more. Mine came with chrome wheels and is totally
loaded. I can't believe what a difference wheels can make. I'm up to 41, miles now. Next week I'm
taking it in to get a dent on the roof long story fixed. I will be getting an Intrepid for a rental for
about three days. I'll let you know what I think. Of course it's going to be the base model, '99 or '
The base engine in that is a hp 2. I'll let you know what I think of that. I have heard that the
horsepower figures from Chysler are overrated. It will be a good comparison since my motor is
rated at hp. We'll see Much like Fastdriver, I'm having Chrysler trouble. I'm abvout to go the
lemon law route and I think I have a good enough case to win. Has anyone leased a GS lately? If
there is someone out there and they don't mind sharing their monthly payment, along with
options included, I would appreciate it. I see no lease or finance specials on GS Regals. Or any
Regals for that matter. Have you guys seen the Oldsmobile special concept Intrigue? It is on the
Old's web site. This is exactly what GM needs to build. The engine is supercharged and claimed
to deliver hp. The styling looks great. I think they could sell a lot of these cars if it were to go
into production. Getting back to the Regal. Just finished driving my GS on the interstate for
about half an hour. Averaged over 27 MPG. Not bad. Of course I resisted stepping on it much to
achieve this kind of result. Well, today I took my car in to get the oil changed at the local Penzoil
shop. While the oil was being changed, one worker accidentally dripped tranny fluid all over my
hood. I was actually pretty happy. More Christmas money. I was thinking of subscribing to the
same service from alldata. In your opinion, you think it's worth it? They give you the complete
TSB and not just a brief description? Satisfied so far? I just purchased a very nice 98 Regal GS
and so far I love it except for one thing, The first tank of gas on Chevron Premium netted only
That is ridiculous. I traded in a 95 Tbird with the 4. I read several tests and looked through the
archival listings here and nobody seemed to be doing this poorly. I really want to keep the car
but this isn't going to work if that's all I can expect. Any thoughts? Your mileage is very low
indeed for the rural roads. Would be OK for stop and go city traffic. Probably, your car needs
tune-up. As noted in a previous post way back I solved one of the rattles on the right side of the
dash by removing the fuse cover and adding more foam padding. My car is a I have a rattle on
the left side of dash, just opposite to the fuse cover. Have impression, that the reason is with
the left-side dash "cover", that does not cover anything. Do not know, though, is it as easy to
remove it as the fuse cover. Yurakm I have not looked at that panel but it is probably held in
place by clips like the fuse cover. I also have a rattle on the drivers side but I am pretty sure it is
coming from something neer or attatched to the steering column. I have not had a chance to
look around under there but I hope to do so soon and will let you know. On road trips through
the mountains we get about mpgs with our GS. Haven't taken it on a flat road trip yet I too have
a Regal LSE with a dash rattle. I have not fixed as of yet , but have found that the Black plastic
above the speedometer viborates as you drive down the road. It sounds like a metal clip rattling
above the black plastic. Dealer has said they will take care of it when I have it serviced the next
time. Well remember a few days ago I said I was taking my car in for dent repair, and I was
expecting to get an Intrepid. Well, instead they gave me a new Cadillac Deville! I couldn't believe
it. Let me just say that the Northstar engine is incredible. You have to drive it to believe it. It's a
really nice car. They have a lot in common: great looks, lots of power, and a good deal. It just
arrived, after 21K miles on my '99 LS - the dreaded dash rattle. It seems to be just left of center
and it happens everytime I hit a bump and disappears on smooth roads. The car is going to the
dealer next week. The Impala's dashboard doesn't rattle not even a bit. Probably that MagBeam
support really seems to help the dashboard assembly stay put even under strong vibration.
However, the Glove box lid assembly is a source of rattles and some sporadic squeaks. I don;t
know about the Regal, but the Impala's glove box latch assembly is very cheap and cheesy. The
lid is huge and heavy and the latch is small and made of flimsy plastic. When you close the lid,

it doesn't shut all the way creating a pesky rattle. In order to make up for the latch deficiency,
the best, cheapest and most effective solution I came up with was to put some metal washers
on the strike plate metal tongue were the latch hooks when u close the lid screws and wiggled
the strike plate adjustment level to create some additional "tension" between the latch and the
strike plate. Once I did this, the glove box stopped rattling and now it even closes much tighter
than ever before. I also tighten a couple of screws around the center console and Sprayed some
CRC all purpose lubricant As far as the Regal dashboard Rattle I would suggest for you to
tighten visible screws in the dashboard assembly Screws that hold the black plastic trim in the
instrument cluster housing and try to add some foam or spray some silicone lubricant. If you
have the Regal service manual, try to get acquinted with the way the dashboard is installed.
Dealers too often are very unsuccessful at fixing interior trim squeaks and rattles.. My cheap
glove box fix took me 5 minutes to get done Sometimes I believe the simplier problems are best
fixed by oneself. Let the dealer deal with the biggies Thanks for the info Teo, but the Regals
interior panels attatch with clips and this I think, is part of the problem. Buick designed the
interior without screws for appearance but clips simply do not hold things in place as well. I
would much rather they had used some screws and covered them than use all clips. I owned a
87 Mustang 5. The same with the 96 Ranger we currently own, no rattles and this is a 4x4 with a
very stiff suspension. Over all I like my Regal a lot I just wish GM wouldn't skimp so much on
the way their interiors go together. Welcome to the club bud. Hey at least you got 21k miles
before yours kicked in. Mine was there at 1k. If that's the worse thing that this car does, I can
live with it though I'll probably have the dealer attempt a fix. My dealer swears he knows how to
fix the rattle; he's been excellent all the way up to now; I'll share any info he gives me. So how
did you like the Deville? Those are nice cars. That Northstar is a hoot isn't it? Several warning
lights also lit up ["security", "air bag" and "seat belt"]. A 5 minute shutdown cured it. Oh man, I
can't say too many times how wonderful the Deville's powertrain is. The sound of the engine is
just incredible. I expected it to just groan or maybe gurgle a little, like many V8 sedans I've been
in. But the northstar rumbles like a muscle car when pushed, but is dead quiet while cruising.
Everything about the car is wonderful. I have one more day with it before I get the Regal back. I
love my Regal a lot as you all know, but man, the Caddy is definitely a major step up and it
shows in every way. WAY more expensive however, I would never pay that much for any car.
Have you driven a northstar? Dash rattle I haven't driven one or been in one, so I believe you on
all counts, except The outside is butt ugly!!!! There; I said it. But Hey, that's what makes the
world go round. Completely subjective. Yikes on that transmission thing. When you go to the
dealer for the dash rattle, can they plug into the cars computer and with diagnostics, confirm
that has happened? Keep us posted. It's not the loose change [I had rattles from that, too]. It
sounds like a wire [or something]behind the dash has come loose to the right of the steering
column. December No way I would pay 50k for a car. The styling kind of grew on me actually.
Not nearly as nice looking as the Regal however. Just a different kind of look. Just made a mile
round trip from Texas to California. Arizona and New Mexico have 75 mph speed limits and my
'98 GS averaged I have only had the car for about two months and the previous owner used
regular unleaded I tried all grades of gas and could see no difference. That supercharged engine
loved the mountains and flat straight roads. The faster I drove, the better the engine liked it I
purchased this car as a test to see if I wanted to spring for a new one. I think I will wait until next
fall and do just that. I've driven a previous generation Deville and my father has an Aurora which
has the "baby Northstar" so I have driven one. They both sound great. One thing I love to do in
my father's Aurora is rev that baby up. I love to find long uphill freeway entrance ramp when
there is little traffic and just let her go. I love the styling of the new Devilles, especially the DTS.
But I'll probably just have to wait a few years and pick one up used. Let the first guy pay for the
depreciation:. There were two items that I tried to correct under warranty and then determine
whether to buy out the lease or not. Well, the first issue was the non-working passenger rear
window which was stuck in the up position for half a year and the dash rattle. They backordered
the motor for the window and wrote the "loose change" up on the service order. Needless to
say, they helped me to decide what to do with the vehicle. Had three months remaining on
lease. Drove out of the dealership and into a GMC dealer and leased a '00 Denali. I got a call a
couple of weeks later from the service writer who notified me that the window motor was in. All I
had to say was that I no longer had possession of the car. GMAC was pretty good about the
early termination. The deal on the Denali helped as I was only responsible for one payment out
of the three since I was leasing the new GM vehicle. That post was from obyone, but I've read a
similar case in the Intrigue forum where the person was let out of a GM lease when they leased
another new GM vehicle. I also remember rolling my eyes, as I had experiences like that with the
dealer when I had an Intrigue. When you posted the short quip this week, I just laughed. It's that
same one above the speedometer that others have complained about. It of course behaved itself

and went away temporarily when the car went in for service. I'd like to try to fix it myself. Does
anyone know exactly how to remove the clips and take that part of the dashboard apart? Sign In
or Register to comment. My car has an large back open trunk so I can fit a lot of shopping bags.
I like the Bluetooth connection so I can take calls without taking my attention off the road.
Backseat is spacious and roomy with enough room for 3 adults. It has a sleek exterior and look.
I get remarks from many people about how different and fun looking it is. This car is so
comfortable, quiet and smooth! It looks sleek and the trunk is very spacious. The hatchback
allows you to store large items with ease! The v6 gives it great pick up. The interior is
comfortable. The seats are fully adjustable to get the perfect fit. The car play is one of my
favorite features! All good things to say about this car! So far, no problems. The car is a good
size and very good on gas. Perfect for driving around the city as it can make turns quick. Heated
seats are also a bonus. If I had to come up with one complaint it would be that the ceilings are
freakishly low. Anyone bigger wouldn't fit very well whatsoever. Likes: good looks, handling,
comfort, price Dislikes: GM should have left the German model as is and just rebadged it
without adding GM-ness to it see below Since this car is a rebadge of the Opel Insignia you
would think that GM could not go wrong The US version does not have: amber turn signals Why? When you buy a fully loaded car like the GS you do not expect to have blank buttons on
the console! Great car and handles well and smooth on the roads. Very affordable luxury
without the price. I would recommend any Buick. Gas is probably the most expensive part of
this vehicle. Only 23 mph it also suggests you use upgraded gas but it is not necessary. I
purchased the Buick regal gs because it is a sporty all-wheel drive car that is also a hatchback.
It allows me to have the convenience of a fun-to-drive bright red sporty car combined with the
utility of a hatchback. No issues so far. Very nicely appointed. Fast with smooth ride. Very
reliable. Infotainment system is best one I have had. The hatch is very spacious. Takes premium
fuel only which is a pain, but had great acceleration. Made in Germany. The handling is good,
but a bit more loose than I prefer. A great sport car for us baby boomers. Awesome ride.
Comfortable yet athletic I have been surprised by the number of compliments I have received on
this vehicle. The only downside is the in town MPG which hovers around 20mpg. Absolutely - I
love it and I have only seen one other one since getting mine. Makes them kind of unique. I get
lots of favourable comments about it. Comfortable car with great creature comforts. I love that it
links to my phone easily. Push button start with keyless entry is great. Very reliable, smooth
ride. I also love the heated steering wheel, makes driving in the winter more comfortable. The
AC and heat go on quick so very little waiting period to cool off or warm up. This vehicle is
perfect for a small family. However I have 3 kids and my oldest is 6'5. There isn't enough room.
Only Buick can make such a bone head decision! They forgot the a fully loaded car means I do
not have blank buttons in the center console! Performance is OK! Comfort is OK! Looks are
great! Gas mileage OK! Buick could have had a great seller and a dream car but screwed it up!
My car drives well and has good handling. IT also is fairly quiet. I like the interior and exterior.
The issues I have are with the entertainment systems and gas mileage but th
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ere are minor issues. It's sporty, all-wheel drive. It's made in Germany. It has a fantastic nav
system. It has a great infotainment system. The seats are very comfortable and very adjustable.
Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews.
Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance
Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Base Sport.
Preferred Sport. Preferred II Sport. Preferred II. Essence Sport. GS Sport. Search by keyword.
Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Paula S wrote on September 28,
Jenny J wrote on September 8, Olivia M wrote on August 24, Bonnie C wrote on August 8,
Janice G wrote on July 30, Robert P wrote on July 16, Eddie V. Edd Hanson wrote on June 12, Q
wrote on October 23, Jenna R wrote on September 19, Julie W wrote on July 17, Andy wrote on
April 21, Geoff K wrote on March 6, Robert M wrote on March 6, Continue to Overview.

